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Nepal – ECHO Funded Actions and Response via UCPM

FUNDING BREAKDOWN

ECHO Funding: €6.0 M
No. of partners: 12

BUDGET PER SECTOR

Logistic: 18%
WASH: 7%
Health: 7%
Coord.: 3%
FA: 2%
10%: 2%

BUDGET PER TYPE OF PARTNER

SHelter: 61%
WASH: 7%
Health: 7%
Coord.: 3%
FA: 2%
10%: 2%

17 PARTICIPATING STATES HAVE OFFERED ASSISTANCE TO NEPAL VIA UCPM

EU Teams Departure Plans
- FR WP: 19 May
- DK Support Team: 24 May
- CZ AMP: End of May
- IT AMP: End of May
- DE WP: End of June

SE basecamp offered (departure: 21 May, join: DE, CZ, DK)
SK in-kind items offered

In addition these teams were offered (not deployed), through the UCPM
EE Search and Rescue
GR Search and Rescue
FI Search and Rescue
SK Advance medical Post

NEPAL – DEATHS BY DISTRICTS (as of 20 May, Gov. of Nepal)

NEPAL – SITUATION
As of 20 May, Gov. of Nepal
8,622 dead
16,808 injured
491,000 houses destroyed
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NEPAL – Ongoing: Country + Type of Assistance
Returned: Country + Type of Assistance

ALL AFFECTED AREA
OCHA
UNICEF
WFP

PROGRAMME KEY

Shelter & NFI
Food Assistance
Health
Coordination
WASH
Logistic
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